WHITE PAPER
COINMARKETSOLUTION
New crypto investment solutions
What does this mean for investors?
White Paper are declarative and should not be considered legal, financial, tax or other advice.
The name CoinMarketSolution, depending on the context in this document, can mean either QYT OÜ, or
the CoinMarketSolution team, or coinmarketsolution.com tokenized assets exchange.
Detailed information on investor risks and liability of the coinmarketsolution.com tokenized assets
exchange is provided in chapter 9.
Introduction
Coin Market Solution is a fairly young cryptocurrency platform registered in Estonia. In addition to
cryptocurrency pairs, we offer our traders to trade tokenized assets. We have attracted about 3,000
regular traders who use platforms to profit from the sale and purchase of assets for a relatively short
period of work.
Cryptocurrency exchange is a trading platform that allows traders to buy, sell, exchange and store their
cryptocurrency assets. The mechanics of any cryptocurrency exchange are no different from the usual
offline exchanges. The value of the currency here is determined by the market, which forms supply and
demand curves for each token and coin. The cryptocurrency exchange acts as an intermediary for the
transaction between the buyer and the seller.
Exchanges often advertise false liquidity in the hope of attracting traders and investors to their platform.
At CoinMarketSolution, we believe that such financial misinformation poses a big risk for frequent
traders, investors and spoils the perception of the cryptocurrency world supported by the media. We are
convinced that cryptocurrency is born from a philosophy that embodies trust, openness, transparency...
Most centralized exchange platforms often violate this philosophy.
In addition, many exchanges are becoming victims of serious security breaches, primarily due to a lack of
efforts to protect traders’ funds and outdated architectures that are not able to satisfy a growing market.
The famous crypto expert Andreas Antonopolus claims that the only vulnerability of decentralized
currencies can only be connected with the centralized aspect, or simply with human greed. Despite this, we
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believe that not everything centralized has design flaws. We are also confident that hybrid mechanisms
are the only way. No matter how decentralized a particular technology is, it should always be connected
to centralized structures.
CoinMarketSolution Tokenized Assets Exchange is a true financial freedom and a safe environment for
investing, trading or storing digital assets.
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1. Tokenized assets and exchanges
CoinMarketSolution is the world’s first legal crypto-exchange of tokenized assets, allowing you to invest
crypto and fiat in tokens representing exchange-traded assets. You can trade in cryptocurrency and earn
in cryptocurrency.
Securities have long ceased to be securities. Stocks, futures contracts, contracts for difference, options
and bonds - all financial assets are bought and sold on exchanges electronically. Cryptocurrency
technologies take the world of investing to a new level of development.
What are tokenized exchange assets?
Tokenized exchange assets are tokens whose price is determined by the price of underlying assets, for
example, securities (stocks, bonds) or exchange goods. From the point of view of the economic result for
investors (in terms of profit and loss from price changes), they are similar to stocks, bonds, futures and
other financial instruments.
As a pioneer and flagship in the world of tokenized exchange assets, CoinMarketSolution plans to issue
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more than 10,000 different tokens, the value of which is linked to the market price of traditional assets.
These assets will include shares in companies such as Amazon, Apple, Volkswagen and Coca-Cola;
stock indices such as Dow Jones 30, S&P 500 or Nasdaq 100; as well as commodities such as gold,
silver, and Brent Crude.
Trading tokenized exchange assets is an opportunity to purchase tokens, the price of which changes with
the price of the underlying asset. Tokenized exchange assets give investors access to traditional financial
markets without converting crypto into fiat. Investors can trade in these markets by diversifying crypto
portfolios and not exposing them to the risks inevitable in the conversion.
Tokenized exchange assets are created using blockchain. Unlike traditional information storage
systems, the blockchain is transparent and open in nature - information about the price level is regularly
stored and is constantly available. Blockchain allows you to compare the prices of assets offered by
CoinMarketSolution with the prices of competitors. CoinMarketSolution working conditions and fees are
set out in an accessible and understandable way.
The number of cryptocurrency exchanges in the world is already in the hundreds, but the practice of
trading tokenized assets is only being introduced.
CoinMarketSolution tokenized assets exchange registered in Estonia is a unique platform where you can
trade both cryptocurrencies and various tokenized assets - stocks, gold, oil, food, stock indices.
The main problems of most exchanges
Modern cryptocurrency exchanges cannot give freedom of choice to all their traders. The main problem of
many crypto exchanges is the lack of regulated and transparent financial instruments. Many traders have
to convert crypto to fiat to invest in precious metals, indices and products.
Freedom of choice is what makes us independent. How to make cryptocurrency free?
CoinMarketSolution builds a bridge between the world of fiat money and the world of cryptocurrencies.
Now you can invest cryptocurrency in stocks of world companies, mutual funds, indices, commodities,
precious metals and tokenize them.
You don`t need to be a physical owner for this!
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The widespread use of cryptocurrencies has led to possible problems faced by both beginners and
experienced traders. CoinMarketSolution experts include to these problems such facts:
•
•
•

The possibility of the exchange`s bankruptcy;
Hacker attacks;
Fraud by exchange managers;

CoinMarketSolution professionals recommend considering the following factors when choosing a
cryptocurrency exchange:
Security. This is one of the most important factors. If the exchange you have chosen has a low level of
security, then the probability of theft of funds increases. All other advantages of the cryptocurrency
platform immediately depreciate;
The address of the exchange must begin with https;
Two-factor authentication;
“Cold storage”, which will contain all offline deposits;
The ability to insure your funds in case of loss;
Availability of information about the owners, managers and employees of the exchange;
Availability of headquarters address;
Steadily high trading volume;
Small commission;
The large number of cryptocurrency pairs and the necessary tools for trading.
CoinMarketSolution Tokenized Assets Exchange meets all these requirements.
CoinMarketSolution is a unique platform that will allow you to trade both cryptocurrency and tokenized
assets.
INVEST TRANSPARENT AND SAFE TOGETHER WITH COINMARKETSOLUTION!
Conclusion
The problems of many cryptocurrency platforms are obvious. At the same time, CoinMarketSolution
differs from other exchanges by the presence of the license, the transparency of the work of managers
and teams, the ability to trade without significant risks and trade not only cryptocurrency assets, but also
tokenized ones.
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Security, reliability, transparency - this is CoinMarketSolution!
2. CoinMarketSolution Ecosystem
CoinMarketSolution struggles with the problems common to centralized and decentralized exchanges,
providing each trader with their own account and a unique address for each cryptocurrency.
CoinMarketSolution is a new generation digital asset ecosystem that supports the massive adoption
of cryptocurrencies and the fortification of a tokenized economy. The functionality and features of the
CoinMarketSolution ecosystem make it a platform for exchanging, trading, storing, cryptocurrencies with
an impenetrable level of security and practically zero technological barriers.
Our Mission
CoinMarketSolution Mission is to maximize investor income and minimize any potential losses by applying
the principles we developed in a disciplined and pragmatic process. We rely on facts, not speculation on
the purchase of highly profitable, predictable companies with significant discounts on intrinsic value.
Change your life with CoinMarketSolution!
Become successful trader with us!
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF INVESTMENTS!
CoinMarketSolution – is a freedom of choice that has no limits!
Company and Team
CoinMarketSolution is owned by QYT OÜ, a company incorporated in Estonia, with headquarters in
Tallinn. The activities of the company are regulated and licensed by the European Union and the Financial
Supervision Authority of Estonia. Currently, more than 5 thousand customers of the company have access
to transactions with more than 300 instruments, including cryptocurrencies, and tokenized assets in the
markets of stocks, energy, food and stock indexes.
Our company has laid a solid foundation for future strong growth. Today, CoinMarketSolution’s priority
strategy creates competitive conditions for business development and will continue to create advantages
over other market participants, contributing to the future success of CoinMarketSolution.
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Due to our strong qualities, we retain active customers and acquire new ones.
CoinMarketSolution’s focus on first-class support is a key principle in enhancing the loyalty of customers.
Constant feedback and sensitive assistance allows CoinMarketSolution to win high marks for the quality
of support.
CoinMarketSolution experts constantly monitor markets with growing popularity in order to open
access to the most relevant opportunities. So, we offer such financial instruments as tokenized shares
of companies of cannabis producers. CoinMarketSolution intends to increase the number of interesting
markets for customers to trade in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
Coin Market Solution Values:
EFFICIENCY – we instruct our clients in detail how they can reduce risks and use their capital most
effectively.
RELIABILITY – when conducting business, we give the paramount role of increased security, which
ensures accurate trading without undesirable costs.
REACH OF ANY GOALS - CoinMarketSolution has a team of proactive traders, investors, analysts and
programmers. We, probably like you, had periods of achievement and failure. But we never betrayed faith
in ourselves and could overcome obstacles on the way to the goal.
Let`s move on to the aim together!
3. CoinMarketSolution Tokenized Assets Exchange
Coin Market Solution is a professional tokenized assets exchange. We offer you to profit from the dynamics
of stock prices, commodities, cryptocurrencies, indices using capital in cryptocurrencies and tokenized
assets.
CoinMarketSolution’s patented technology, using banking liquidity delivery procedures, allows us to offer
an innovative platform for trading financial instruments based on cryptocurrencies.
To provide the platform with optimal features, functionality and risk control systems, we have established
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strong partnerships with major global banks. Thanks to this cooperation, we can offer our customers the
highest possible quality of execution of orders.
We continue to optimize the algorithms for converting incoming orders to systematically improve the
productivity of sales transactions, even in conditions of increased volatility.
CoinMarketSolution Overview
Our platform has quite wide capabilities and has a number of tools that will be useful for beginners and
experienced traders. On the main page there are 10 tabs is carried out for manual work on the site. Also for
convenience, there is a chart on the main page that illustrates in detail the dynamics of prices for various
assets. You can buy or sell assets using the “sell” and “buy” buttons.
An important feature of the CoinMarketSolution platform is the widest choice of markets. Major
cryptocurrency exchanges offer to trade exclusively currency instruments based on Bitcoin, Ethereum
and other assets. On the CoinMarketSolution platform, you can trade from one wallet that is nominated
in cryptocurrency - BTC or USDT. Traders can conduct financial transactions based on stocks that are
listed on exchanges in North America, continental Europe, England. Trading can be carried out not only
with cryptocurrency, tokenized stocks and stock indices, but also with tokenized commodities.
CoinMarketSolution combines access to various markets using Blockchain technology. You can quickly
benefit from any trends, no matter what markets they may be in.
An account on the CoinMarketSolution platform can be created either in BTC (Bitcoin) or in USDT
(Tether). USDT is a stable coin that equates to the dollar. This means that the quotes of the tokenized
AAPL shares (Apple Inc. shares) denominated in USDT are almost completely consistent with the prices
of the AAPL shares on the Nasdak exchange. It is very convenient for understanding.
Tokenized Assets
An important advantage of a security token is its transparency, as well as the fact that transactions are
carried out at a high speed. In addition, low commissions and fees for various administrative needs are
established.
Risk free deal
This is an absolutely innovative feature. Its essence lies in the ability to write off a negative financial result
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from the account. The CoinMarketSolution bonus program allows you to get an advantage and, depending
on the type of open account, have two or even more risk-free transactions per week. It is indispensable for
novice traders and helps to reduce risks, while increasing productivity.
Risk-free transactions can be very profitably used when trading on the news. This is due to the fact that the
news is quite regular and involves serious price fluctuations. As a strategy for using a risk-free transaction,
you can take the opportunity to open a position on the eve of news releases. This will be an absolutely win
option for two reasons:
•
•

even if the price goes against expectations, you will not lose anything;
if the outcome is successful, then significantly increase your cash investment.

Our advantages
Availability of the European license.
● High safety standards. The platform is equipped with an SSL certificate, and customer funds are under
strict protection.
● Our company operates completely transparent. You can get acquainted with the team, registration
address and other information.
● High level of technical support. We employ only professionals who can answer all questions and help with
solving the problem.
● A staff of qualified analysts who monitor the state of the markets and formulate recommendations on the
most promising deals for exchange customers.
● Intuitive interface for traders of any level.
● Optimal leverage, which varies from 1: 2 depending on the instrument.
● Ability to bid without cash loss.
All of the above bonuses make our platform a worthy competitor to large cryptocurrency sites.
CoinMarketSolution meets all safety standards, and its wide functionality allows both beginners and
experienced traders to work on the platform.
3.2. Anti-money laundering (AML)
Our AML policy spreads on:
1. Verification Procedures.
2. Compliance.
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3. Transaction monitoring.
4. Regular risk assessments.
CoinMarketSolution reserves the right to collect or request relevant information to identify the user. All
user data is protected in an encrypted form of data storage.
All transactions on the CoinMarketSolution platform are monitored to assess risks and determine
suspicious activity using a data analysis tool.
3.3. Commissions
The provision of company services is accompanied by a number of commissions. We include to them:
3.3.1 Spread
Spread is the difference between the Bid price (sale price) and Ask price (purchase price) of tokenized
assets. It will be automatically debited when a transaction is opened. For different instruments, the spread
varies in value, and the type can be fixed or variable. There are several factors that affect the size of the
spread. The most important is the liquidity of the instrument. Popular instruments trade with lower spreads
(BID / ASK difference), and rare instruments with higher spreads. The second factor is market volatility.
3.3.2 Night swap
Swap is the percentage credited to the trader’s account for positions held at night. Swap fees are only
charged if trading is carried out during the night and depends on the official interest rate of the base
currency.
3.3.3 Conversion fee
The company charges a conversion fee if the account currency is different from the currency of the
instrument being traded. The conversion fee is applied by the Company to the conversion rate used and
affects any conversions.
3.3.4 Inaction fee
If the client account is inactive for three months (90 days) or more, the Company charges a fee for
servicing, administering and managing these accounts from each inactive client account.
4. CoinMarketSolution changes the world of crypto investments
New finance is a new economy
Financial markets, unlike the Soviet command economy, are characterized by decentralized economic
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decision-making. The higher the stock price of a company, the more society appreciates what it does.
Raising stock prices for companies means cheaper capital in the financial markets, more research and
product development, and increased employment. This is an opportunity to offer consumers the best
result. Decentralized economic decision making has made an open and free economy successful in the
last century.
The advent of blockchain and smart contracts has created the potential for an even more stable and
secure asset exchange, free from the limitations of traditional financial markets. But crypto investors still
could not use their tokens to gain access to traditional financial markets. We have changed this situation.
CoinMarketSolution has built a bridge between traditional assets and the world of cryptocurrencies.
CoinMarketSolution opens up global financial markets for every investor and provides the opportunity to
create diversified investment portfolios.
Disadvantages of the Existing Financial System
Until now, crypto investors have not been able to trade in the global financial markets, using their assets
as collateral. Cryptocurrencies are disconnected from traditional financial markets, and need converting
them into fiat for trading classical financial instruments increases risks and time costs. Investors do not
want to go from crypto to fiat, but they want to have a great opportunity to diversify investments and risks.
PROBLEM
Markets for crypto investors are limited. They cannot invest in stocks, indices, raw materials, precious
metals. Crypto assets have potential, but go into speculation or ICO. These are high risks.
		
DECISSION FROM COINMARKETSOLUTION
•
•
•

A BRIDGE BETWEEN THE CRYPTO-WORLD AND TRADITIONAL FINANCE.
INVESTMENTS AND
CRYPTOCURRENCY

TRADE

OF

TRADITIONAL

FINANCIAL

INSTRUMENTS

FOR

COINMARKETSOLUTION CAPABILITIES
•
•

Trading with leverage from 1:10 to 1: 100
Excellent scaling of the match mechanism
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• The speed of 50 million operations per second
• Access to 10,000+ global financial assets in two years
			
LEGALITY
•
•
•
•

COINMARKETSOLUTION - it is legal and transparent ...
COINMARKETSOLUTION is regulated in Estonia;
Estonia has adopted international practices AML and KYC;
There is no tax on crypto operations in Estonia.

OUR STRATEGY
The CoinMarketSolution project earns commissions for conducting transactions and services. Investors
get unique access to global markets at a competitive price.
Business model
Like many exchanges, we receive income from commissions for transactions and services. We are
absolutely transparent regarding fees. CoinMarketSolution strives to make the crypto platform attractive
for everyone - from experienced investors who have significant crypto portfolios and are looking for an
all-in-one investment solution, to people who have heard about cryptocurrencies but are struggling with
barriers to entry or do not want to move away from traditional assets.
CoinMarketSolution Rewards
We charge a trade fee without leasing in the amount of 20 USDT - 0.2% of the volume of the purchase
and sale transaction or change of tokens.
The leverage trade fee depends on the type of tokenized assets:
•
•
•

Stocks - 0.05%
Indices and commodities - 0,0125%
Cryptocurrencies - 0.1%

Bonds are not available for trading with leverage. Commission for trading bonds without leverage on the
delivery part for tokens representing these bonds is 0.05%. We charge a storage fee of tokenized exchange
assets in the amount of 50 USDT (equivalent to 0.5%) per year - proportionally once a quarter. A storage
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fee is not charged when trading with leverage and when withdrawing tokenized exchange assets with
CoinMarketSolution.
Safety
Adhering to the requirements of legislation and EFSA of Estonia, the CoinMarketSolution team creates a
safe and reliable platform for investors, which meets the best international standards.
Compliance
Security is the most important criterion for investors choosing a trading platform. CoinMarketSolution
is a global business, a team with many years of experience in creating transparent, reliable and secure
trading systems. The protection of credentials / records (accounts) is ensured by the use of two-factor
authentication both at the entrance to the system and when depositing / withdrawing funds, trading, as
well as using API keys to automate interaction with the crypto platform.
The platform implements the requirement to protect user accounts, keeps track of operational incidents
and IP addresses. Protection of payment deposit and withdrawal processes is implemented taking into
account the security requirements of international payment systems (PCI DSS). At the same time, reliable
payment protection is combined with an intuitive user interface.
We adhere to strict and clear industry standards as well as stringent AML / CTF requirements.
CoinMarketSolution received EFSA resident status with the right to conduct the activities of a crypto
platform operator and other types of activities related to the use of tokens.
Technologies
BEST TECHNOLOGIES AND UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATING SUCCESSFUL GLOBAL
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
The CoinMarketSolution crypto platform is based on best-in-class technologies created by a team with
extensive experience in creating successful global trading floors.
Many new generation cryptocurrencies have infrastructure problems. Most of them were developed in
haste by teams with sufficient technological experience, but with little or no experience in financial services.
The CoinMarketSolution crypto platform differs from its competitors in unique advanced technologies
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that underlie almost every element of it: from smart contracts and blockchain to the direct management
of trading servers.
The flexible scalability of our advanced cloud technology allows you to cope with the growth in the number
of users and the volume of trade with minimal upfront investment.
Easy to use and intuitive platform gives easy access to a wide range of markets, advanced charts, market
analysis, reporting and payment systems. Unlike competing platforms, our system withstands the scaling
of trade volumes and the number of transactions, ensuring minimization of risks and high speed of
operations.
Reliability and speed of operations, as well as getting the price they see to trade in markets with sufficient
liquidity, are critically important for traders. For many platforms, this is problematic due to the large amount
of artificial liquidity that is not always available for a transaction. We are solving this problem.
The CoinMarketSolution development team has extensive experience in creating traditional trading
floors and exchange order execution mechanisms.
5. CoinMarketSolution Tools
Indices
Trading indices depend on stock market indicators.
Regular trading of world famous financial indices with CoinMarketSolution! Our specially developed
trading technologies will allow you to easily carry out successful and huge transactions.
Indices can track the performance of several stocks and even large groups. They will allow you to speculate,
given the performance of the stock market, as opposed to trading in individual stocks.
Stock indices are considered less risky than, for example, trading in individual stocks. Your risk is distributed
across the stock market, not one stock. This eliminates most of the factors that affect individual stocks.
CoinMarketSolution offers you indexes that are available worldwide. This allows each trader to participate
in world trade.
Only with CoinMarketSolution you can easily speculate in the global stock market. Trade stock indices
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from around the world to succeed in the stock market, taking advantage of CoinMarketSolution.
Commodities
Trade commodities with ease! CoinMarketSolution has conquered the product market thanks to our
experience in financial analysis and the highest standards of accuracy!
Goods are physical assets that are in high demand.
Commodities are commonly referred to commodities such as sugar, coffee beans, cotton, and others. In
addition, agricultural products (industrial crops, food crops, and even livestock) fall into the commodity
category.
Trading cryptocurrency using debt capital as the underlying asset
This gives traders the opportunity to trade in the future market using cryptocurrencies and debt capital.
CoinMarketSolution has brought luck to many customers in the product market.
Our in-depth research of the financial market leads us to more and more customers. Trading goods on the
exchange can be difficult due to different sizes, a wide selection of exchanges carrying different goods,
and expiration dates. The advantage of cryptocurrency transactions with leverage is that they reduce the
complexity of trading. Trading cryptocurrency using borrowed funds may offer lower trading costs.
Precious metals
Start trading in well-known precious metals markets with CoinMarketSolution.
Precious metal is a rare, naturally occurring metal chemical element that has high economic value.
Now you can easily trade gold, platinum and other precious metals online. Start trading in the global
precious metals markets with CoinMarketSolution and enjoy the benefits of trading with a regulated
company.
At CoinMarketSolution, you can easily trade gold, platinum and other precious metals online using
tokenized assets.
We will help you with regular market reports and live news in streaming mode, as well as with an analysis
of the latest changes in the metal markets.
CoinMarketSolution offers a customizable platform with automated trading solutions to provide the best
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trading experience for customers. Our exclusive trading platform provides quotes for all precious metals,
join us to diversify your portfolio.
Energy resources
Make smart investments in energy companies and profit by trading energy products with
CoinMarketSolution.
The most developed commodity market is non-renewable energy sources, which include fossil fuels such
as coal, oil (in various mixtures and grades) and natural gas.
Energy products are solid products that include renewable and non-renewable energy sources.
The price of these products is one of the most popular economic indicators on the part of traders,
economists, governments and enterprises, given the relationship between economic growth and energy
consumption. Oil was the first widespread form of energy.
Learn about energy trading experience with CoinMarketSolution!
Our easy-to-use trading platform offers specialized services and energy trading security with industryleading risk management tools. We will help you to invest wisely in energy companies in order to make a
profitable bet on the price of energy carriers.
Cryptocurrencies
CoinMarketSolution is one of the most reliable cryptocurrency trading platforms. Start trading with our
professional tools and team to learn more about the world of cryptocurrencies.
CoinMarketSolution is one of the most secure trading platforms.
Cryptocurrency is a digital (virtual) currency that does not have physical expression. The unit of such a
currency is a “coin”. At the same time, the coin is protected from fraud, as it is encrypted information that
cannot be copied. Cryptocurrencies are not subordinated to central banks and supervisory services by
the government. They use blockchain technology.
By trading cryptocurrency, you can speculate not only on growth, but also on its fall. Using leverage allows
you to trade without the need for ownership of cryptocurrency.
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CoinMarketSolution is your reliable cryptocurrency trading assistant. We will not only open the world of
crypto for you, but also make you look at it in a new way.
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6. Accounts types

* Leverage varies by financial asset
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7. CoinMarketSolution - platform development
Our goal is to become the next generation digital asset exchange that can connect the world of traditional
finance and the new growing digital economy. We strive to give attractive offers to our users, while
maintaining the ease of use of the platform and staying on top of innovative trends.
We are also stimulating the creation of a new financial ecosystem based on the interaction of assets and
blockchain technology.
The activities of CoinMarketSolution are aimed at:
•
•
•
•

Providing a platform of exchange between fiat, cryptocurrencies and digital assets with greater
intensity.
Providing our users with an effective platform that can withstand significant loads and operate at
optimal performance even during peak loads.
Providing new and promising projects and their communities with a reliable platform
Contributing to the development and growth of the blockchain and crypto assets industry.

Future platform developments
•
•
•
•
•

Allow users to export wallet private keys.
Advanced trading platform functionality.
Limit orders, stop loss, extended chart.
Mobile applications for iOS and Android devices.
A decentralized exchange application (will allow the exchange to function properly, even if the
exchange site does not work).

Future marketing efforts
Future marketing plans include, but are not limited to:
•

Press coverage, campaign on social networks, interviews, AMA, meetings, trade competitions, air
events, the continuation of ongoing marketing campaigns.

8. Licenses
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EU regulation
CoinMarketSolution is a provider of tokenized assets with an EU license to create and maintain virtual
wallets and conduct cryptocurrency exchange transactions. Our regulation is in full compliance with the
strict European Union Directives.
CoinMaketSolution is also regulated by Estonia’s EFSA. The Estonian regulator is one of the organizations
that, instead of prohibitions, prefers to develop digital money circulation rules and optimal conditions for
the development of the cryptocurrency industry. Estonia was one of the first EU countries to legalize
crypto activities. In March 2019, experts named Estonia the best country for blockchain business.
9. Disclaimer and Risks
9.1. RISK FACTORS AND DISCLAIMER
By becoming CoinMarketSolution user, you assume the following risks.
9.1.1. You are considering the possibility of making transactions with tokenized exchange assets on
CoinMarketSolution, which are investment instruments with high risk.
9.1.2. This White Paper manual provides information on the risks associated with tokenized exchange
assets, but it does not indicate the full extent of the risks or the relationship between your personal
circumstances and risks. If in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
9.1.3. Before concluding an agreement and starting a trading relationship, it is important to understand the
risks associated with using our platform and tokenized exchange assets. If you decide to enter into trade
relations with us, it is important that you know about the possible risks. Sufficient financial resources are
needed to bear such risks. You must also carefully monitor your transactions and risks, related to them.
9.2. BIG LOSSES
9.2.1. The nature of investment using leverage means that both potential profit and loss increase. You can
incur significant losses if the price moves in the opposite direction relative to your expectations. To avoid
big losses, use the risk management tools offered by CoinMarketSolution. Please note that you cannot
lose more than the balance in your account.
9.3. LEVERAGE OPERATIONS WITH TOKENIZED EXCHANGE ASSETS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR
LONG-TERM INVESTING
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9.3.1. Leverage operations with tokenized exchange assets are not suitable for long-term investment. If
you hold a tokenized exchange asset for a long time, the costs associated with this may increase. In this
case, it may be more advantageous to purchase instead of it a basic asset or a tokenized exchange asset
without leverage, which can be sent to
Identifier of your virtual wallet.
9.4. NO RIGHT TO BASIC ASSET
9.4.1. Tokenized exchange assets do not provide any rights to underlying assets.
9.5. INVEST ONLY THOSE MONEY THAT YOU CAN ALLOW TO LOSE YOURSELF
9.5.1. You should not invest money in tokenized exchange assets that you cannot afford to lose. Investing
in tokenized exchange assets carries a high degree of risk for the investor, and losses can be incurred due
to fluctuations in the value of assets.
9.6. CONFORMITY
9.6.1. Any decision to create an account (account) and purchase tokenized exchange assets, as well as
whether you understand the risks, is made by you.
9.6.2. We may ask you for information about your financial assets and income. To assess your risks, we will
not track the compliance of the amount that you invested on the CoinMarketSolution crypto platform, or
your profit or loss, the information you provided. Only you yourself must evaluate whether your financial
resources are sufficient and what degree of risk you are prepared for.
9.7. POTENTIAL RISKS
9.7.1. There is a chance to lose all the funds contributed to carry out operations on CoinMarketSolution,
but you cannot lose more than the balance on your account.
9.7.2. Before starting trading, your account should have enough funds to make the “initial amount” of
prepayment for leverage operations. In order for the leverage operation “to remain valid”, you must make
sure that the amount of money in your account exceeds the required amount of “supported” prepayment.
The initial amount of prepayment will vary depending on the type of tokenized exchange assets. The
amount needed for a particular transaction is indicated on the CoinMarketSolution website.
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Trading using leverage can work both for you and against you; a small price movement in your favor can
lead to high profits, and a small price movement in the opposite direction can lead to significant losses.
Trading tokenized exchange assets with leverage means that by making an initial prepayment, you will
significantly increase the possible economic result from the corresponding operation. Leverage increases
the size of your transaction, and your potential profit, as well as potential loss, will also increase.
You should carefully and actively monitor all of your active leverage operations to manage the risk of large
losses.
For example, a leverage of 10% (or 1:10) means that if the price of the underlying asset changes by 1%, then
the value of acquired tokenized exchange assets relative to the amount of prepayment will change by
10%. Each instrument has a fixed leverage specified in its details.
It is worth remembering that by investing all the funds, you will be less able to withstand the market volatility
than when investing only part of the size of your funds.
9.7.3. Make sure that the amount on your account exceeds the size of the supported prepayment so that
the leverage operation remains active. This is necessary when the price moves against you and you need
to make additional funds as soon as possible to keep the leverage operation active. Otherwise, we have
the right to terminate, in whole or in part, your leverage operations. The risk of any losses incurred by you
lies solely with you.
9.7.4. In accordance with the contract, we have the right, at our sole discretion, to submit a request for
additional funds to keep the leverage operation active, which you must immediately fulfill. Otherwise, we
have the right to terminate, in whole or in part, your leverage operations.
9.7.5. If you have not set an absolute limit for your losses using the Guaranteed Stop installation, adverse
market movements can lead to the loss of the entire balance of your account.
A Guaranteed Stop is not offered for every instrument, but there are other risk management mechanisms,
for example, by setting the conditions for applications “Close when a loss is received” or “Close when a
profit is received” in your account, which will help reduce losses. Please note that the effectiveness of the
use of the “Close upon receipt of loss” and “Close upon receipt of profit” mechanisms is not guaranteed if
the quote changes very dramatically.
9.8. NOT SUITABLE AS A SOURCE OF STABLE INCOME
9.8.1. As a rule, tokenized exchange assets are not suitable for an investor looking for a stable income
from their investments. This is because the return on such investments can fluctuate significantly in value
terms in fiat units.
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9.9. MARKET VIBRATIONS
9.9.1. It is important to understand and take into account the risks associated with trading tokenized
exchange assets, since fluctuations in the price of the underlying market will affect the profitability of trade
and the result of investments.
9.9.2. Price slippage occurs when the market moves suddenly in any direction, and represents the
difference between the expected price of the transaction and the price at which it was actually executed.
In such a scenario, the price “slips” when the market “moves” from one state to another. This applies to
both profitable and unfavorable changes in the price and can lead to losses (negative price slippage) or
to profit (positive price slippage).
9.9.3. Trading tokenized exchange assets is only suitable for customers who fully understand the risks and
have experience in investing in financial markets. If you are not sure that you fall into these categories, we
recommend that you seek independent advice.
9.10. OPERATIONAL RISKS
9.10.1. The operational risks associated with using CoinMarketSolution on your computer or mobile device
are inherent in each transaction with tokenized exchange assets. Violations in the operational processes
of the CoinMarketSolution crypto platform, such as communications, computers, computer or mobile
networks, external factors, can lead to delays in the execution and settlement of transactions. QYT OU
is not responsible for any deficiencies in the CoinMarketSolution operating processes, unless they arise
due to the fault of QYT OU.
10. FAQ
What is CoinMarketSolution?
Coin Market Solution is a product of QYT OÜ tokenized assets provider and it is a universal platform
providing a full range of services using cryptocurrencies. Thanks to Coin Market Solution, you can place
long-term investments, implement short-term highly profitable speculations, and also conduct exchange
operations with crypto assets.
How is the exchange going?
1. Account registration. Just click the “open an account” button on our Coin Market Solution site and fill
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out the standard form, indicating your name, e-mail, phone. It’s free, an account opens instantly.
2. Account verification. In order to comply with the security of customer accounts and within the framework
of the current EU legislation, it is necessary to provide identity documents.
3. Exchange. Immediately after confirming your identity, you can conduct an exchange. Using your bank
card, make a deposit in fiat money - and get Bitcoin or Tether into your account.
Having a BTC or USDT in your account, you can use them as a means of accumulation (keep them for a
long time), buy and sell any available tokenized assets (oil, stocks and others), exchange them for other
cryptocurrencies.
What time is it?
24/7. The system works “on the machine”.
How fast will I receive a BTC / USDT account?
It depends on whether you are doing the first exchange or repeated. If you just verified a new account, then
the first exchange creates a new wallet, it must be approved in the blockchain system. Then the wallet will
be available for transactions. As a rule, in CoinMarketSolution this process takes up to 30 minutes. If the
exchange is repeated, the process will happen faster than you drink espresso.
Is it reliable?
Yes. We are accountable to European financial regulatory authorities and value the reputation of the
company and brand.
What are the limitations?
The minimum amount to exchange is the equivalent of 500 USDT.
What is the commission?
To replenish accounts in CoinMarketSolution no commission is charged. However, your bank may charge
a fee.
At what rate will the exchange take place?
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At what rate will the exchange take place?
Is it possible to do without documents?
No. Mandatory verification of accounts takes place in accordance with the requirements of legislative
acts of the European Union. Your data is confidential; it will always be inaccessible to third parties.

TRANSPARENT
LEGALLY,
SAFELY.
COINMARKETSOLUTION IS THE NEW FREEDOM OF CRYPTOINVESTMENTS
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